Technology Brief

Laser Phosphor Display
Technology Platform
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Large format displays typically have been hindered by high-power consumption and
limited applicability. Laser Phosphor Display (LPD) technology changes this with its flexible
technology platform, characterized by brilliant luminance, scalability, and ultra-low power
consumption. When combined with Prysm Systems visual collaboration software, the LPD
platform can be leveraged for a multitude of use cases, spanning from digital signage, to
interactive presentations, and to multi-site team collaboration.
The LPD display platform is ideal for users who want a bezel-free large display (greater than
100”) that extends beyond the current size limitations of OLED and LCD formats, and delivers
a comfortable ambient light experience, both for up-close touch interactivity and distance
viewing, that current LED and projector technology cannot provide.

“Without exception,
everyone who sees
the wall is amazed —
the impact is
immediate and
dramatic”
— Kevin McDermond,
Program Director, Brand
Creative, Under Armour
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Laser Phosphor Display Technology Platform

LPD 6K Series
The LPD 6K Series is Prysm Systems groundbreaking large-format display. It is the world’s largest
single panel display and is available in pre-configured sizes. Offering 6K resolution, the series is
fully interactive and supports virtually any commercial use case.
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6K resolution
at 190”

Benefits of the LPD technology platform
Up to 6K Resolution

First no-bezel
surface

Low Power Consumption

Aided by a high-contrast ratio from light to
dark colors, the LPD platform immerses the
audience in high-quality content for the best
experience

Being big doesn’t mean big power bills. The
LPD platform can save a company thousands of
dollars in utility bills, compared to similar sized
screens on different technology platforms

No Bezels

High Pixel Fill-Factor

Allow content to fully express its brilliant self
AND avoid those pesky LED and LCD tile failures

Ensures viewers don’t lose clarity of image or
content up close or during distance viewing

Interactive

Use Case Flexibility
LED
Let your video wall be your brand ambassador
when needed, but also the workhorse to help
teams make decisions faster during meetings
Projector

Ambience

Surface supports full interactive display, capable
LCD
of supporting up to 32
unique touchpoints
or
simultaneously withOLED
Prysm Systems software
LPD
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Check out prysmsystems.com/lpd-6k-series to learn more about Prysm Systems LPD 6K
Size of total display (in.)
Series or contact us to ask questions or schedule a demo at prysmsystems.com/contact.

2014–2016
Prototype
development

LPD CUSTOM

2014
Touch-enabled
large video wall

2013
4K resolution
at 190”

2012
Enhanced
image quality
Applicationspecific panels

2011
Plug-n-play
HD at 30 tiles
(142”)

About Prysm Systems
Prysm Systems Inc., is committed to developing and promoting large format display solutions using its proprietary Laser Phosphor Display (LPD) Technology. We have been delivering
these highly immersive & engaging customer experiences to some of the world’s leading organizations for over 10 years. Our solutions combine industry-leading display technology
and software that work together seamlessly to up-level the traditional uninspiring presentation experience in the room. With a shared visualization canvas that allows interactivity, the
in-room experience effortlessly extends to engage remote participants as well. As businesses continue to adapt and envision the best practices for moving the workplace forward, a
complete solution that addresses both in-person and remote engagements is essential for their ever-changing business needs. Prysm Systems Inc. continues to lead the industry in
these hybrid engagement solutions. Prysm Systems invented LPD technology in 2005 and it has been commercially available and globally deployed since 2010. Prysm Systems Inc. has a
worldwide presence with our global headquarters in Silicon Valley. Learn more at prysmsystems.com.
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